
Contractor Edition

Accelerate DCAA Audits

Present your data to win and comply. With forward pricing and negotiated rates for each proposal 
stored in one central location, providing documentation becomes a matter of a few mouse clicks. 
Additionally, our reports allow you to choose from over 90 common reports, or design your own
with the ability to deliver the exact documentation required by your customer or auditor.

Perform Limitless Analysis in a Fraction of the Time

With ProPricer “what-if” capabilities, users can easily analyze multiple scenarios the cost impact of 
project timeline changes, the effect of reaching a target price, swap hours or costs from one 
resource to another, and any number of changes to your resources and rates. Let ProPricer do the 
work of automatically repricing the affected elements to see the impact.

Consistently Submit Accurate Cost Proposals in Less Time

ProPricer allows teams to save countless hours and easily pinpoint mistakes that may have gone 
unnoticed for years. The built-in logic of your cost model eliminates formula errors saving hours of 
validating rates and inconsistent labeling between estimates.

A Database-Driven Proposal Solution

ProPricer software replaces homegrown and excel-based
pricing tools with a centralized database-driven solution that provides an organized,
standardized, and efficient platform. The software is a single home for all of your proposals that 
gives your team quick access to review, reuse, and report on current and historical pricing data.

Integrate Your Systems

If your organization is looking to seamlessly share ProPricer data between ERP, COTS Windows 
applications, or custom homegrown software, we have the technical and functional expertise to deliver 
a quality solution for your back-office environmentwith our custom API Services.

THE FASTEST WAY TO MODEL,
ANALYZE, AND SUBMIT COMPLIANT FEDERAL
COST PROPOSALS.

Our database architecture stores all estimates, formulas, and qualitative information related to
developing cost proposals, ensures complete real-time visibility into all indirect and direct rates, and 
allows manipulation of data to provide completely customizable cost breakdowns and roll-ups.  



What Our Customers Say 

"The only way we’re able to 
support that type of volume 
and meet all the customer 
requirement dates is with 

ProPricer."

Maria Campbell
General Atomics Aeronautical 

Systems, Inc.

“We just bid another 13 ships 
in the time it would have taken 
us to bid 4 several years ago.”

Philip Knop
Fincantieri Marinette Marine

"The day that we went to 
ProPricer is the day I slept a lot 

better at night."

Scott Widlake 
Leidos, Inc.

ProPricer Solutions for Government Contractors

Contractor Edition

Our flagship product, ProPricer Contractor Edition is 
the number one pricing solution used by top govern-
ment contractors around the world. 

CONTRACTOR EDITION DATA SHEET

Features include:

�   Centralized Proposal Database
�   "Live pricing" From Any Location
�   Powerful What-If Analysis Tools
�   Three-Point Estimating
�   Over 90 Standard Reports
�   Rich-Text BOW Documentation
�   Materials

Save Time & Easily Make
11th Hour

Cost Proposal
Changes 

Download Webinar

https://engage.propricer.com/11th-hour-proposal-changes-webinar

